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Classic “Top-down” Impacts Modeling Chain
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Why Do We Need to Downscale?

Global climate models:
• Coarse grid
• Poor resolution of 

topography
• Inaccurate simulation of 

orographic precipitation, 
temperature gradients, 
cloud, snow, etc.
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Why Do We Need to Downscale?

Global climate models:
• Coarse grid
• Poor resolution of 

topography
• Inaccurate simulation of 

orographic precipitation, 
temperature gradients, 
cloud, snow, etc.

Regional climate models: 
• Fine grid 
• High resolution of 

topography 
• More accurate 

simulation of local 
physics and dynamics
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Benefits of Downscaling

• Downscaling provides local-scale insight into the 
range and possibilities projected by GCMs

• Impacts models need fine-scale and high-
temporal resolution climate inputs (e.g., 
precipitation, temperature, winds, radiation, 
moisture) 

• Often, downscaling provides bias correction of 
global climate models (though this can lead to 
misleading outcomes if the GCM is biased in both 
its mean climate and its anomalies, e.g., jet stream 
position)
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Types of Downscaling: Dynamical
• High-resolution regional climate model (e.g., 

WRF) is applied over a limited area of interest 
• GCM output, or information from an atmospheric 

reanalysis, is applied along the spatial 
boundaries of the limited area (and also as initial 
conditions for the start of the run) 

• The result is a data product that is dynamically 
consistent, both internally and with the boundary 
conditions
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Dynamical Downscaling Output
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• Relies on historical statistical relationships between a fine resolution 
and a coarse resolution dataset. 

• The relationship is “stationary” in the sense that it does not change 
when the statistical model is applied to future GCM data.

• Statistical models are developed for a small subset of critical variables 
(usually temperature and precipitation).

• Statistical downscaling is extremely computationally cheap.
• In general, statistical models do an excellent job reproducing historical 

data (i.e., when they are trained on one slice of the historical data, and 
are tested on a different slice, they are very accurate).

Types of Downscaling: Statistical
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Common Statistical Downscaling Methods
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1. Bias correction with spatial disaggregation (BCSD)
• Used on CMIP3 and 

CMIP5 GCMs
• Point-by-point 

quantile mapping on 
monthly data 
(temp/precip
distributions are bias 
corrected and 
transformed from 
the coarse 
resolution data to 
finer resolutions)

• Spatial patterns may 
not be dynamically 
consistent 



Common Statistical Downscaling Methods
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2. Localized Constructed Analogs (LOCA)
• Used on CMIP5 GCMs (and in the 4th National Climate Assessment)
• Given coarse resolution data, find analogous days in the historical period 

and uses the associated fine-resolution historical data to produce fine-
resolution output

• Statistical corrections to frequency and quantiles
• Improved representation of extremes and spatial patterns

Raw GCM Downscaled GCMObserved analogs



General Tradeoffs Between 
Dynamical and Statistical Downscaling

• Represents physical 
processes

• No stationarity assumptions
• Physically consistent across 

variables

• Computationally demanding
• Data set availability is limited
• Introduces need for additional 

ensembles
• Produces climate change 

signals that still must analyzed 
for credibility

Dynamical
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• Computationally tractable 
and can handle large GCM 
ensembles

• Large high-resolution data sets 
publicly available

• Consistent with observations

• May not represent climate 
change signal correctly 
(often is effectively just 
interpolated GCM signal)

• Statistical nature often 
introduces artifacts

Statistical



Dynamical vs. Statistical Downscaling: 
Warming over the Sierra Nevada
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Dynamical vs. Statistical Downscaling: 
Warming over the Sierra Nevada
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Dynamical vs. Statistical Downscaling: 
Warming over the Sierra Nevada
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A Continuum of Downscaling Options
• Dynamical downscaling using state-of-the-art RCMs

• Statistical downscaling based on rescaling GCM outputs
– BCSD, LOCA (also BCCA, linear regression, and more)
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A Continuum of Downscaling Options
• Dynamical downscaling using state-of-the-art RCMs

• ”Hybrid” (dynamical + statistical) downscaling
– Build statistical emulator of RCM using limited set of dynamical 

runs

• Physically based intermediate-complexity models
– e.g. Linear Orographic Precipitation model

• Statistical downscaling based on GCM dynamics (water vapor, wind, 
convective potential, etc.)
– Regression-based, analog, pattern scaling, etc. 

• Methods to relate downscaled fields to synoptic scale atmospheric 
predictors
– Self-organized maps, weather typing, etc.

• Statistical downscaling based on rescaling GCM outputs
– BCSD, LOCA (also BCCA, linear regression, and more)
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Step 1
Dynamically downscale ~5 GCMs that span a range of changes 
(e.g., warm/dry GCM vs hot/wet GCM)

Step 2
Create a simple statistical model that emulates the regional climate 
model used in dynamical downscaling. 

We do this by identifying the relationships between the local 
changes and the large-scale factors within the forcing GCMs

Step 3
Apply the statistical emulator to downscale remaining GCMs 
(or time periods and emissions scenarios)

Hybrid Downscaling Technique
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Example: Precipitation over LA
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Mean precipitation 
changes for all CMIP5 
GCMs.

Unit: mm/month

These data are used in 
the LA runoff study 
presented by Robert 
Lempert in Day 2 of this 
workshop

Berg et al. 2015



Example: Warming over Sierra Nevada
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Spring Warming
2081–2100

BUSINESS AS USUAL

Walton et al. 2017



Warming over the Sierra Nevada: 
Implications for Water Management

How Snow Albedo Feedback Affects Runoff Timing

Schwartz et al. 2017
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Downscaling Takeaways

• Downscaling provides local-scale insight into the 
range and possibilities projected by GCMs.

• Impacts models need fine-scale and high-
temporal resolution climate inputs (e.g., 
precipitation, temperature, winds, radiation, 
moisture).

• Often, downscaling provides bias correction of 
global climate models (though this can lead to 
misleading outcomes if the GCM is biased in both 
its mean climate and its anomalies, e.g., jet stream 
position).
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Downscaling Takeaways

• In some cases, downscaling may provide 
precision that can be mistaken for 
accuracy.

• For the historical period, “truth” is not 
perfectly known, making it difficult to 
evaluate the quality of downscaled products.

• For these reasons, downscaling products can 
rarely be used “off the shelf.” Expertise is 
required to evaluate them for the application 
at hand. 
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